Abstract-In this paper, we consider the design of a scheduling algorithm for downlink multiuser systems with a finite-buffer traffic model to reduce average packet delay, while maintaining the stability condition of the networks. We propose a new BufferAware Adaptive (BAA) scheduler which considers both channel state and buffer conditions for resource allocation. The generalized form of the proposed algorithm is also established. Stability considerations of the proposed algorithm are provided, along with the average throughput lower bound and approximation. Both single-link and system-level simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheduler appears to outperform existing scheduling algorithms in terms of average packet delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
In multiuser wireless systems, the packet scheduler plays an essential role in assigning channel resources to users by exploiting users' channel and traffic conditions. Focusing on throughput performance, a maximum throughput (MT) scheduler [1] maximizes the system sum throughput at the loss of fairness to cell edge users. Round-robin (RR) is the most fair method, but is a channel unaware scheduler. The MT and RR schedulers leave room for various schedulers that lie in between. The proportional fair (PF) scheduler [3] weights users' instantaneous transmission rates based on their average rates to tradeoff throughput with fairness. Although the MT, RR and PF algorithms can be applied to finite-buffer traffic models, the algorithms are actually buffer-unaware and intended for full-buffer models. Several buffer-aware schedulers have been proposed which take into consideration a finite-buffer model. The Longest Connected Queue (LCQ) policy proposed in [4] schedules the user with the largest product of channel state and backlog size. Another algorithm in [5] (called "d-algorithm") schedules the user with largest backlog size among "d" best candidate users in terms of their channel conditions. These references describe considerable contributions toward reducing average packet delay; however, implementations of the schemes are less adaptive to channel conditions with unbounded throughput reduction or require more restrictive throughput region and stability conditions.
In this paper, we consider the design of scheduling algorithms to improve the average packet delay performance. We propose a Buffer-Aware Adaptive (BAA) scheduling algorithm by exploiting both users' channel and traffic knowledge. Specifically, the channel state is used to select candidate users, i.e., only the users whose transmission rates over the maximum rate exceed a system configured ratio are considered candidate users. This ratio-based criterion provides the adaptability to various channel conditions and guarantees a bounded throughput degradation. The buffer condition is then utilized in making a scheduling decision among the candidate users to provide improved delay performance. Furthermore, a generalized form of the proposed algorithm is established to be compatible with any practical scheduling metrics, which can be implemented to form a specific scheduling algorithm. Stability considerations of the proposed algorithm are presented, along with the average throughput lower bound and approximation. We evaluate the proposed scheduling algorithm using both simulations of a single antenna system and 3GPP long-term evolution (LTE) standard-compliant system level simulations. The simulation results demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed BAA scheduler.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

A. System Model
We consider a downlink multiuser system with one base station serving n users. We consider that only one channel resource is available to be scheduled for one user at time slot t. 1 We assume channel gains from base station to users are independent and the small scale channel fading is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading. Accordingly, the channels are assumed to be constant during the transmission duration in a time slot T s , i.e., the channel coherence time T ≥ T s . We consider both single antenna, single-input single-output (SISO) systems and multi-antenna, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
SISO systems:
We denote the channel gain between the base station and user i as h i (t), which is i.i.d. complex Gaussian, i.e., h i ∼ N C (0, 1). At time slot t, the received signal at user i can be written as
where P i denotes the transmit power, ν i (t) denotes additive white noise with variance N i , x i (t) denotes the transmitted signal. The instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is then given by γ i (t) = at each user. Assuming user i is scheduled at time slot t, the received signal for user i with linear precoding is given by
where
is the M T × r linear precoding matrix with the transmit rank r (or r layers), x i (t) denotes the transmitted QAM symbol vector of size r, and ν i (t) is a white noise vector. Note that P i is now the total power for all transmit antennas. Assuming linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) filtering at the receiver, the SNR for the lth layer of user i is given by
in which ρ i = P i /r is the per layer transmit power, and † denotes the Hermitian matrix operator. The total instantaneous rate of user i in the MIMO system is then given by
B. Traffic Models
Generally, two types of simplified traffic models are considered for system evaluations: 1) full-buffer traffic model: a user has unlimited packets to transmit; 2) finite-buffer traffic model: a user is assigned finite traffic to transmit, which includes a packet arrival and departure process. In this paper, we consider the finite-buffer traffic model.
We assume that packets arrive according to a Poisson distribution with a fixed packet size and constant arrival rate λ i for user i. The arrived packets are buffered in a separate queue for each user until being scheduled for transmission. Denote Q i (t) as the buffer backlog waiting for transmission of user i at time slot t. The buffer-aware scheduler observes the buffer backlogs before making a scheduling decision. Note that the described finite-buffer model is a queueing network with n queues and one server. In order to ensure the stability of the queuing system, the total arrival rate λ tot must be less than or equal to the average service rate [7] , i.e.,
whereμ is the average throughput of the system. The maximum total arrival rate, λ tot , satisfying this condition is considered the maximum throughput of the network that can be stably supported [6] . Meanwhile, the arrival rate for each user must satisfy
where μ i is average throughput of user i. (6) is also called network capacity or stability region [8] .
III. BUFFER-AWARE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
A. Existing Scheduling Algorithms
Usually maximizing weighted rate w i R i (t) is used as the objective for scheduling, where w i is the weight of user i. For MT scheduler and PF scheduler, we set w i = 1 and w i = 1 μi , respectively. These schedulers may be directly applied to the finite buffer system. However, they may not perform well in term of packet delay. We now focus on the design of a scheduling algorithm for finite-buffer traffics in order to improve the packet delay performance while maintaining the stability condition of the system.
There exist several buffer-aware scheduling algorithms proposed to reduce the packet delay. Here we consider two typical ones described as follows:
• LCQ scheduler [4] : At each time slot t, given the instantaneous rate R i (t) and queue backlog Q i (t), i = 1, . . . , n, the base station schedules the user with the largest product of the instantaneous rate and queue backlog, i.e., [5] : At each time slot t, given the instantaneous rate R i (t) and queue backlog Q i (t), i = 1, . . . , n, and a predetermined d, the base station first finds d candidate users with the largest rates and forms the set U d (t). It then schedules the user in U d (t) that has the largest queue backlog, i.e., k = arg max i∈U d (t) {Q i (t)}. It is noted that the "d-algorithm" is intended for improving worst-case-delay, based on a predefined fixed value of d.
B. Proposed Buffer-Aware Adaptive Scheduling Algorithms
We now present the proposed BAA scheduler, which exploits users' channel and traffic knowledge to make scheduling decisions. At each time slot t:
• Given the instantaneous rate R i (t), the base station first finds the largest rate R = max i R i (t). Then forms the candidate user set U α (t), which consists of users with instantaneous rates no less than αR , i.e., U α (t) = {i|R i (t) ≥ αR , i = 1, · · · , n}, where α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, is a system configured parameter.
• Among the candidate users in U α (t), the scheduler selects the user k which has the largest queue backlog for transmission, i.e., k = arg max i∈Uα(t) Q i (t). An example of the BAA algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1 . It appears that the proposed algorithm is an improvement over d-algorithm and possesses a greater adaptability and flexibility. Given a determined value of α, the potential throughput reduction over the MT algorithm is bounded with (1 − α)R * . We will show that the throughput loss is actually much smaller than (1−α)R * . Moreover, when α = 1, BAA is essentially the MT scheduler. Adaptability of the BAA algorithm over the dalgorithm is, therefore, achieved in the sense that, with a given α, the number of users in the candidate set is determined based on users' instantaneous channel conditions. Alternatively, we can apply LCQ in the second step of BAA as follows. A multiuser system with n users. In step 1, a candidate user set {2, 3, n} is selected due to higher rates than αR . In step 2, user 2 is scheduled for transmission, due to the largest queue backlog among the selected candidate users.
• Among the candidate users in U α (t), the scheduler selects the user k which has the largest
This alternative approach is termed as BAA-LCQ. Again when α = 1, BAA-LCQ is the MT scheduler. When α = 0, BAA-LCQ becomes the LCQ scheduler. Remark 1: Note that when α = 1, users with the best channel conditions will always be scheduled regardless of their traffic conditions. With α < 1, the delay performance can be improved, as the user backlog becomes the metric for a subset of users with better channel conditions. However, if α is too small, the user with a large queue backlog but poor channel conditions may be scheduled, which will increase the packet transmission time, consequently, increase the waiting time of the packets in the queues for all users. Clearly, there is an optimal value of α which allows gains to be realized from exploiting both channel and traffic conditions. This optimal value will be shown from the numerical results in Section V. Compared with the d-algorithm, BAA offers the flexibility on candidate user selection and scheduling, considering both users' channel and traffic conditions, with up to a (1-α) throughput sacrifice.
Since in the first step of the BAA scheduler, U α (t) is formed based on the maximum rate, we refer to it as a MT-BAA algorithm. The BAA scheduling algorithm is also compatible with the PF metric { Ri(t) μi }, which we refer to as PF-BAA. In PF-BAA, the candidate user set is formed by
Generalized BAA Scheduling Scheme
It is seen that the BAA algorithm consists of two steps. The BAA scheme can then be generalized with any two reasonable metrics for these two steps, i.e., forming the candidate user set with metric M 1 and scheduling a user from the candidate user set with metric M 2 . Thus, any reasonable pair of metrics related to user channel and/or queue backlog condition can be implemented in the generalized scheme to form one specific scheduling algorithm. For example, M 1 can be R i (t) as in MT-BAA or R i (t)/μ i as in PF-BAA. The second metric M 2 can be R i (t)Q i (t) as in BAA-LCQ. Similarly, the first matrix M 1 can be changed to the LCQ metric, R i (t)Q i (t), i.e., the candidate user set is formed for the user with R i (t)Q i (t) ≥ αχ, χ = max i (R i (t)Q i (t)). These considerations lead to a variety of generalized BAA scheduling schemes.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We now analyze the system performance of the BAA algorithm using the SISO model for simplicity. We first derive the probabilities of selecting different numbers of candidate users based on the values of α. Then we obtain the average throughput based on the probability of candidate users. Since the statistics of queue backlogs in different users are not known, we assume that the user with the lowest transmission rate among candidate users has the largest queue backlog, to obtain average throughput lower bound. We also derive a throughput approximation, by assuming the scheduled user with largest queue backlog is uniformly distributed among candidate users. Correspondingly, the stability conditions are given according to average throughput lower bound and approximation. 2 We also show that the BAA-LCQ scheduler has the same stability or capacity region as that for the corresponding MT or PF scheduler. Due to lack of an appropriate tool to analyze the average delay performance, we leave it for the future study.
A. Probability for Candidate Users Selection
We assume the average
A , ∀ i. Thus, the instantaneous SNRs γ 1 , . . . , γ n are i.i.d. exponential distributed random variables with cumulative distribution function (CDF) as F (x) = 1 − e −Ax and probability density function (pdf) as f (x) = Ae −Ax . Let X 1 , . . . , X n represent the values of γ i in an ascending order. From the order statistics, the joint distribution of X p and X q for users 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n is
in which −∞ < u < v < ∞. Suppose there are d users whose throughput falls in the [αR , R ] region. Based on the proposed scheduling algorithm, the probability of d ≤ n − j is given as
We then obtain the probability of d = n−j, for 1 ≤ j < n−1, as
in which G(j) is defined as
Although equation (9) is obtained for 1 ≤ j < n − 1, it can, however, represent the probability terms of P r[d = n] and P r[d = 1] as well. The detailed derivations for P r[d = n − j] are provided in Appendix A.
B. Average Throughput 1) Lower bound:
We now proceed to calculate the average throughput lower bound μ LB of the proposed scheduling algorithm, by assuming that the user with lowest transmission rate among users in U α always has the largest queue backlog, we have
where the expectation is taken over the condition of d candidate users being selected. The conditional expectation is then transformed to integrations for three ordered random variables X n−d , X n−d+1 , and X n , with the joint pdf over the region bounded by the condition of d users being selected. The function H(·) for d = 2, · · · , n − 1 is given by equation (13) α +A ) n−1 du and
2) Approximation: Assuming that the scheduled user with the largest queue backlog is uniformly distributed in U α , we then obtain the average throughput approximation as
Similar to the procedure for deriving the lower bound, the conditional expectation can be transformed to the integration over the joint pdf of four random variables, i.e., X n−d , X n−d+1 , X n−j+1 , and X n , which results in a complex expression. We then approximate it with the average throughput of X n−j+1 under the only condition log 2 (1+X n−j+1 ) ≥ α log 2 (1+X n ), i.e., H (n − j + 1), which is given in (14). The detailed derivations of (13) and (14) are omitted due to space limitation.
C. Stability Condition
A scheduling algorithm is stable when the total arrival rate λ tot is less than or equal to the service rate μ. Based on equation (11), we have
, as the stably supported rate. Note that when users have i.i.d. arrival rates λ i , the stability condition for each user is,
Furthermore, based on equation (12), we can provide a tight stability condition of the network as
Remark 2: Note that when the users' channels are i.i.d., the stability condition is more strict for BAA than that for the MT scheduler. For independent non-identically distributed (i.n.i.d) channels; however, the BAA algorithm can schedule users that have lower SNR with higher probability than the MT scheduler. Thus, the stability condition is easier to be satisfied with BAA than with MT. It is seen from above results that the average rate decreases as α decreases, which may shrink the stability region. However, for BAA-LCQ scheme, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given the stability region of the MT or PF scheduler as in (6), the BAA-LCQ algorithm does not reduce the stability region of the MT or PF scheduler.
Proof: The proof follows the same procedure as that for Theorem 3 in [8] based on Lyapunov drift analysis. Due to limited space, we only provide the key step. From (21) of [8] , we have
where C is instantaneous channel condition vector for all users,R i is rate after the scheduling. For the MT or PF scheduler, we have k = arg max i w i R i ( C) and obtain
It is obvious that w k Q k R k ≤ max i∈Uα w i Q i R i which can be achieved by the BAA-LCQ scheduler as k ∈ U α .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. SISO Simulation
We first examine MT-BAA in the SISO system. We set n = 10, bandwidth = 1 Hz, SNR as 0 dB. Assume that packets arrives to a Poisson distribution with fixed packet size of 1 bit. Fig. 2 illustrates the consistency of probabilities of candidate user numbers d, between analytical calculations from equation (9) and Monte-Carlo simulations, for various values of α. It is seen that the probability of larger d's increases as α decreases, indicating that decreasing α increases the flexibility on candidate user selection. Fig. 3 shows the average packet delay performance as a function of α for various λ values. It is observed that the packet delay decreases first with α; however, after a certain value, continually increasing α results in worse delay. This can be interpreted as follows: when first decreasing α, the flexibility on candidate user selection increases which directly affects the scheduling decisions and improves delay performance; however, decreasing α after a certain value, causes the throughput reduction to become dominant and the advantage of flexibility disappears. This behavior indicates that an optimal value of α exists. We examine in Fig. 4 the average throughput lower bounds μ LB and approximations μ approx of the proposed algorithm and the d-algorithm (d = 5), together with average throughput μ MT of the MT scheduler and trivial lower bound αμ MT . The curves of μ LB and μ approx of the BAA scheduler are obtained from equations (11) and (12), respectively. The results for d-algorithm can be obtained similarly with a fixed d. It is observed that μ LB and μ approx of the BAA algorithm increase with α and are greater than αμ MT and the corresponding results of the d-algorithm for all presented values of α, illustrating a consistency with our previous analysis. Furthermore, when α is large, both μ LB and μ approx of the BAA scheduler are close to the maximum throughput μ MT , which indicates that the proposed algorithm suffers a bounded throughput loss. Particulary, for α = 0.9, the throughput lower bound μ LB = 1.8693 is very close to μ MT = 1.9062, indicating a bounded throughput loss of 1.9%, which is much less than the 10% throughput loss trivial bound.
B. LTE System-Level Simulation
We now evaluate the performance of the BAA scheduler, as well as existing schedulers via LTE standard-compliant system level simulation. The parameters and settings are summarized in Table I . Specifically we consider an M T = 4 and M R = 2 MIMO system with 50 RBs in frequency domain. Each RB is assigned to one user exclusively. Packets arrive according to Poisson distribution with a fixed size of 1500 bytes and λ = 1.2 ms. Fig. 5 illustrates the delay comparisons among the PF-BAA, PF-BAA-LCQ, and existing scheduling algorithms. It is seen that for α ∈ (0.36, 0.60), BAA outperforms other algorithms and α = 0.45 gives the smallest packet delay, indicating that with an appropriate preconfigured value of α, a certain system performance gain can be achieved. BAA-LCQ offers the superior performance in a even larger region with the best delay performance at α = 0.4. Table II presents the best delay performance that BAA and BAA-LCQ achieves together with the performance of other algorithms. Specifically, MT-BAA-LCQ achieves an average of 33%, 5% and 11%, and PF-BAA-LCQ achieves 34%, 14%, and 15% on delay reduction over MT/PF, "d-algorithm", and LCQ, respectively. We believe that these gains are significant in terms of system-level evaluations. We also present the worst 5% delay performance in Table II as a way to compare the tail delay probability. We find that the proposed BAA-LCQ algorithm provides 58%, 28%, and 23% reductions over PF, "d-algorithm", and LCQ, respectively, for PF based schedulers.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed a new buffer-aware adaptive (BAA) scheduling algorithm to improve average packet delay performance while maintaining a queue stability condition of the network. Analysis of the stability of the proposed method has been provided and the average throughput lower bound and a useful design approximation to it are derived. The simulation results have indicated consistency with our analytical findings 
and have illustrated the advantages of the proposed algorithm over a variety of existing methods.
APPENDIX A CALCULATION OF P r[d]
Suppose that there are d users in U α , the probability of d ≤ n − j can be obtained by equation (15) Similarly, for 1 ≤ j < n − 1, the probability of d ≤ n − j − 1 can be obtained from equation (16). Based on the definition of G(i, j), we have G(i, j + 1) = G(i − 1, j), thus, we can rewrite P r[d ≤ n − j − 1] as in (17). Then the probability of d = n − j, for 1 ≤ j < n − 1 can be derived as in (18). Note that equation (18) is for 1 ≤ j < n− 1. We now show that the expression in (18) can represent the probability terms of P r[d = n] and P r[d = 1]. By using similar procedure for calculating P r[d = n − j], for d = n, we have
Similarly, for d = 1, 
Clearly, equations (19) 
